Although many stopping methods of iterative decoding have been discussed in the literatures extensively, many of them only focus on the solvable decoding. In this paper, we propose a new early termination (ET) scheme based on the decoding threshold. Moreover, we proposed the cross-correlation measurement to predict the decoding threshold. The iterative decoding can stop in either high-SNR situation where the decoded bits are highly reliable (solvable decoding), or in low-SNR situation where the decoder already has no capability to decode (unsolvable decoding). At the same time, the receiver can send an automatic-repeat-request (ARQ) message to the transmitter in noise-seriously-coupling situation. Through simulations, the reduced iterations due to the ET scheme almost will not affect the SNR performance. Based on our analysis and simulation results, we can further modify the conventional GENIE chart. The ET property can help to either reduce the computational complexity or power consumptions in implementing the iterative decoding in DSP processors or VLSIs in mobile handsets.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1993, a new class of Forward-Error-Correction (FEC) code, Turbo code, was introduced by Berrou , Glavieux and Thitimajashima [1] [2] . The basic concept of this new decoding scheme is to use a parallel concatenation of at least two codes with an interleaver between the encoders. Decoding is based on alternately decoding the component codes, and passing the so-called extrinsic information (a part of the soft output of the soft-in/soft-out decoder) to the next decoding stage. The Turbo code is well known for its near Shannon-limit superior decoding performance through iterative processes. Furthermore, the decoder uses a "turbo" feedback and the method has been generalized to "Turbo-Principle" [5] .
For the turbo decoding, there should be a decoding threshold (B position in Fig. l(a) ), where the decoder must spend infinite iterations (bold-dashed line) to overcome the seriously noisy channel. Considering of the cost of the hardware implementation, several schemes are usually employed in practical VLSI designs: 1) Fixed iteration chart ( Fig. l(b) ) -The decoder will perform decoding with the max iteration under any SNR. The designer usually adopts the fixed decoding iteration number (A position in Fig. 1(b) ) according to the requirement of some specification, such as the bold-solid line of Fig. l(b) . 2) Conventional stopping chart ( Fig. 1(c) ) -The decoder will stop decoding (early termination) in high-SNR situation where the decoded bits are high reliable. In the noiseless (high-SNR) environment, the decoder can easily complete the decoding. Instead of fixed-iteration decoding, the decoder can stop operating in early state.
In recent literatures [6] - [13] , some stopping criteria for turbo decoders have been presented, and they can be categorized into two classes: One class is based on soft-bit decisions, such as Cross-Entropy (CE) [6] , Mean-Estimation (ME) [7] Updated Threshold [7] , and A-priori LLR Measurement [8] . The other class is based on hard-bit decisions, such as Sign-Change-Ratio (SCR) [9] , Hard-Decision-Aided (HDA) [9] , Sign-DifferenceRatio (SDR) [10] , and Improved-HDA (IHDA) [11] . In addition, some methods are based on extra checking policies, such as Cyclic-Redundancy-Check (CRC) [12] and Valid-Code-Word check (VCW) [13] .
However, they only focus on the solvable decoding, that is, the decoder always can recovery correct information bits even with serious noise interference. Obviously, unlimited decoding ability is impossible. The decoding limitation has been discussed in the literatures, where the SNR [14] [15] or mutual information [15] measurements are used to build the extrinsic information transform (EXIT) chart and then to observe the convergence of iteratively decoding. In this paper, we propose another measurement of using cross correlation and discussed the relation between them.
For an iteratively computing design, there is usually an operating limit, in which any further iteration results in very little improvement. Therefore, it is important to derive an effective criterion to stop the iterative process, so as to prevent from unnecessary computations and decoding delay. In this paper, we proposed a new ET scheme ( Fig. l(d) ) -The decoder will stop in either high-SNR situation where the decoded bits are high reliable, or in low-SNR situation where the decoder no longer has the capability to decode the incoming data.
The proposed ET scheme is based on the (infiniteiteration) decoding threshold, obtained by the EXIT chart. At the same time, the receiver can send an automatic-repeat-request (ARQ) message to the transmitter in noise-seriously-coupling situation. As a result, our proposed ET scheme can either reduce the computational complexity or power consumptions in implementing the iterative decoding in DSP processors or VLSIs in mobile handsets, and the decoder can (d) Proposed ET scheme.
II.
EXTRINSIC INFORMATION TRANSFER CHART
The conventional turbo decoder is composed of two component decoders. .. 
Gaussian Approximation Log-Likelihood-Ratio
For the binary symmetric signal x passing through AWGN channel, the received discrete-time signal is z = x+n,
where n is zero mean and 012 variance. The conditional probability density function of z writes as 
SNR Measurement
To measure the information, a signal-to-noise ratio [14] for the random variable La can be defined as
2.3. Mutual Information Measurement Another way to measure the information between transmitted systematic bitsXand La is used [15] .
Then, the mutual information can be obtained by the histogram measurement of P(La X) . Furthermore, with Eq. (8), (12) Thus, the mutual information can be obtained by the time average.
Cross Correlation Measurement
For the iterative decoding, the priori probability p(X) is updated by the extrinsic information. 
A(X=-l4a) = I + L, Thus, we proposed another information measurement. Based on the estimation of systematic bits X that (14) the information measurement can be computed by the cross correlation between the estimated systematic bits X and the known ones X.
Moreover, the Eq. (14) can be expressed as 
Proposed ET Schemes
Except the early termination due to the successful decoding in high SNR channel, the decoder also needs to stop operating in low SNR channel since the decoded frames cannot satisfy the system specification. For the above EXIT discussion, the decoder has the decoding limitation. Therefore our proposed ET scheme is that the decoder can stop operating behind the (infinite-iteration) decoding threshold. Fig. 4 shows the design flow of our approaches, which are partitioned into off-line and on-line computing blocks. The off-line blocks are to obtain the ET thresholds according to the EXIT charts or specifications. The on-line blocks are to operate real time with the decoder. 
Characteristics of ET Indicators
For the above ET discussion, most of all use the absolute value or sign of the log-likelihood-ratio to be the ET indicators. Fig. 5 shows the ET indicator variation for the SNR. In the high-SNR situation, all indicators can work well since they vary monotonically. However, in the low-SNR situation, the indicators of SCR, HDA, and IHDA are near quadratic variation, which interferes the judgment of the ET function. As a result, the SCR, HDA, and IHDA approaches are not suitable in the low-SNR situation. (20) show that the testing condition is based on the overall frame. Thus, the approach needs 2N comparison operations per iteration. By logical relationship, the condition of stopping decoding as the reliabilities of all decoded bits are greater (smaller) than the threshold, can be changed by the condition of continuing decoding as the reliability of any decoded bit is smaller (greater) than the threshold. If the reliability of any decoded bit matches the condition, the one of others need not to be tested again and the comparison can be switched off. As a result, the comparison operations can be reduced.
Modification on Existing Methods
Although there are several approaches discussed above, most of all focus on stopping in high SNR. If the noise is serious, the decoder usually performs with maximum iterations, even out of the decoding ability. According to our stopping concepts, some approaches can be modified to stop in low-SNR situation, such as SCR, SDR, and ME methods.
A. Modified-ME (M-ME) In addition to the condition of ME in [7] , we add anther condition of stopping in low SNR that ML <Th', (21) where Th' is a pre-defined threshold that the mean of absolute LLR can not be greater than in low SNR. where Th is a pre-defined threshold that the frequency of sign change is greater than in low SNR.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND COMPARISONS
We perform simulations for 4-state Turbo codes, which generator polynomials are 7 and 5. The Turbo-codes are obtained for hundreds of frames, where length N is 1000, and an overall rate R is 1/2. The reductions of decoding iterations using different stopping criteria for the iterative Maximum A-posteriori Probability (MAP) [3] [4] decoding scheme are considered. Moreover the requirement of the system specification is assumed that the decoder must satisfy 10 3 bit error rate (BER) above 1.5 dB AWGN channel.
Decoding Threshold
To find the decoding threshold, three information measurements are adapted in the AWGN channel from 0.6 dB to 1.2 dB with step size 0.1 dB. Fig. 6(a) show that the transfer curves of SNR measurement close to diagonal line as the channel becomes noisier. Then Fig.  6(a) are rotated 45 degrees clockwise and plotted in Fig.  6(b) . Mutual information and cross correlation measurements can also be performed with the same steps. Fig. 7 shows the curves composed of the lowest points of the transfer curves in Fig. 6(b) . As a result, the decoding thresholds, obtained from the cross with the zero horizontal line, are 0.69 dB by the mutual information measurement, 0.76 dB by the cross correlation measurement, and 0.80 dB by the SNR measurement. For the following simulations, we adopt the optimistic decoding threshold 0.69 dB to avoid missing the decodable patterns. 
Simulations for GENIE-Aided Benchmark
For the specification of 10-3 BER at 1.5 dB, the required iterations of the decoder is seven, given by the simulation. Before simulating the above stopping approaches, it needs a GENIE-aided benchmark to be the performance boundary. It can be found that the performances of last iterations are so close that further iterations increase little improvement; besides, with increasing iterations, the BER has no improvement in low SNR. The GENIE curve (maximal iteration= 7) is used in previous stopping approaches, and its BER performance is almost the same as the one of the fixed-7-iteration decoding. For the proposed ET scheme, there is another GENIE curve, below the infiniteiteration decoding threshold 0.69 dB, just runs an iteration to obtain the LLR for stopping-criterion testing. The BER performance curve of the ET scheme is composed of the one-iteration and seven-iteration decoding, separated at 0.69 dB.
Simulations for Different Stopping Criteria
Then, with the conventional GENIE curve, the simulations for several approaches discussed above are performed. Fig. 8(a) illustrates the simulations of iterations vs. Eb/No for SCR, SDR, HDA, IHDA, and ME approaches. It can be found that in high SNR, the sequence about the quantity of reduced iterations is as follows: ME, SDR > SCR > HAD > IHDA.
(24) However, they perform with maximal iterations in low SNR. Because of the non-monotonic variation of the SCR indicator in Fig. 5(c) , the SCR based on threshold comparing is ineffective in low-SNR situation in Fig.  10(a) . Last the BER performance simulations are performed in Fig. 8(b) . Besides, we also add the simulations of conventional GENIE (maximal iteration = 7) and fixed-7 iteration decoding as the benchmark. All of them can satisfy the specification.
Then, Fig. 9(a) illustrates the simulations for MOR, M-SCR, M-SDR, and M-ME approaches using the proposed ET scheme. Because of the non-monotonic variation of the SCR indicator in Fig. 5(c) , the low-SNR and high-SNR stopping criteria of M-SCR will interfere with each other and be failed. Note that the pre-simulated ET thresholds must satisfy that the iterations at 0.69 dB must exceed the ones of GENIE (maximal iteration = 7) in Fig. 9(a) , which keeps the decoder normally working over the infinite-iteration decoding threshold. It can be found that in low SNR, the sequence about the quantity of reduced iterations is as follows:
M-ME > MOR > M-SDR.
(25) Last, the performance of them is close either in low-SNR or high-SNR situations in Fig. 9(b) , which also satisfy the specification. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses the iterative decoding threshold. Using the decoding threshold, a new ET scheme is proposed. The iterative decoding can stop in either high-SNR situation that the decoded bits are high reliable, or in low-SNR situation that the decoder already has no ability to decode. By the simulations, the reduced iterations due to early termination and the saved comparison operations due to stage testing still satisfy the system specification.
